NOTES ON CHAPTER	IX	307
(/) muhammad an months.
MS.	Arabic.	MS.	Persian.
 1.	Mohorrum        Muharram	i. Forwardee	Farvardm
 2.	Suffar	Safar	2. Ardebehist	Ardabahasht
 3.	Rabbenewdull Rabfal awwal     3. Chordaud	Khordad
 4.	Rabbesouned  Rabi'al sani        4. Teer	Tlr
 5.	Jemelowull      Jamadi	5. Merdaud	Mordad
al-awwal	6. Sharrowar	Shahrivar
 6.	Jemedusenne   Jamadi al-sani    7. Meehr	Mihr
 7.	Rod jab	Rajab	8. Awboh	Aban
 8.	Shawbawne     Sha'ban	9. Auzor	Azar
 9.	Rowson	Ramazan	10. Dy	Dae

 10.	Shavwall	Shawwal	u. Bawmun	Bahman
 11.	Judcawd	ZI qad	12. Jefindar	Asfendarmad
 12.	JuUeedge	Zi'l hijja [Zilhij]
The following notes are supplementary to those already given.
They follow the text as printed, section by section.
 1.	The names of the signs here given (see note S (a)) are not used
in any other place in the MS.    The signs are generally indicated
by the usual symbols.    The syllables attached to the signs are
dealt with in note N.    A note on Nilcunt is given on p. 317.
 2.	The nakshatras are dealt with in note J, and a list of them is
given in note S (c).    The nakshatras as wives of the Moon is an
ancient tradition (see Hindu Astronomy, p. 106).
 3.	The list of nakshatras here again given is really the same
as that in § 2.    The equation is 2J- nakshatras = i sign (not house).
For meanings of " Burge " and " Ross " see note D.
 4.	See note J.    By " house " sign is meant.    See also § 6.
5.	'* Other Manuscripts."    The reference is to § 2.    " Churn "
= Sk. charana, " a quarter/'    See note N on naming the child, etc.
 6.	The equation between the signs and nakshatras is also given
in §§ 3 and 4.    See note J.    The length of the sidereal month
here given (27 days) is, of course, only an approximation.    The
Hindus had, from early days, very accurate values of the commoner
astronomical  elements.    A   " pur"   (Sk.  prahara,   a watch)   is
ordinarily of variable length, there being 8 in a day of 24 hours.
See § 122 and note R.    The extra nakshatra is Abhijit, which
comes between Ashadhd and Sravana.    See note J and the list
in note S (c).
 7.	The seventh house is concerned with marriage.    See note E,
and §§ 12, 24, 32, 33, 67, 72.

